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GENERALIZED ALMOST PERIODICITY IN GROUPSt1)

BY

HENRY W. DAVIS

ABSTRACT. A module of almost periodic functions on a group is closed

with respect to a quite general seminorm. The new space of functions is

characterized in terms of the internal properties of its members. This yields

new characterizations of Besicovitch and Weyl almost periodic functions in

a variety of group-theoretic settings. Eberlein's theorem that weakly almost

periodic functions on the real line are Weyl almost periodic is extended to

locally compact groups.

1. Introduction. Let O-(G) be a module of von Neumann AP (= almost periodic)

functions on a group G. Using a transformation L we define a seminorm  || || with

which we close  a(G), obtaining a larger space a^iG) (see 2.2). Our procedure

extends to groups the Besicovitch-Bohr procedure of closing the trigonometric

polynomials on the real line [4, Chapter 2]. Due to the abstract way L is defined,

our results include a wide variety of Besicovitch and Weyl-like AP functions on

groups (see 2.3).

The space (o-L(G), || ||) is a seminormed linear space and L is an invariant

mean on  0-L(G). The main theorem of the paper (4.9) characterizes the functions

f £ aLiG) in terms of their internal properties. We obtain two conditions: condi-

tion (A) is a rather standard almost periodicity condition (slightly disguised, see

4.10, 4.11). Condition (B) is that  |/(x») -/(x)|7>(x) must satisfy a kind of weak

Fubini theorem for certain b £ clÍG). When applied to the classical Besicovitch

and Weyl AP functions on the real line our results are new (see 4.12).

In §5 we give a Bohr-like expression for the mean value of weakly AP func-

tions on locally compact topological groups. Using this we extend Eberlein's

result that on the real line weakly AP functions are Weyl AP. In most nonabelian

cases we only conclude that they are Besicovitch AP.

In §3 we state some facts about modules which are used in §4.

2. Notation, definitions and examples.

2.1 Notation. Let G be a group, e denotes the identity of G and AP(G) is

the set of complex-valued von Neumann AP functions on G. Mf is the mean value

of f£APiG) and fxg is the convolution of /, g £ APÍG). We shall say S C APÍG)
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is an invariant vector space of AP functions if S 4 0 and

(i) /, g e S,   a, ß complex =» a/ + ßg e S,

(ii) /¿S,   x, y eG =>   f  eS, where we define rfAt) = fixty).
y i-

Using the terminology of van Kampen [18], we say S is a module if in addition to

(i), (ii) we have

(iii) /, g eS =» fg eS (fg denotes pointwise multiplication),

(iv) /£§=»/€§(/= conjugate of /),

(v)  S is  closed, i.e., fn e §, \\fn - f ^ _» 0 =» / e S.

Here  /  is a complex-valued function on  G  and   |  H^  denotes the supremum

norm. We say a module is nontrivial iff it contains a nonzero function.

If (G, j) is a topological group, AP(G, j) is the set of J-continuous members

of APiG). If (G, J) is a locally compact TQ topological group (= LC group), then

p denotes left Haar measure on G.  Lj ¡0C(G) is the set of p-measurable complex-

valued functions / on G such that fEfdp exists and is finite for all compact

ECG.

Let R, C denote, respectively, the set of real and complex numbers. If j is

a set of complex-valued functions, 'S7 denotes its real-valued members. The sym-

metric differences of two sets A, ß is denoted A A ß. Let /: G —► C. We define

E1(í,/) = íxeG:||x/-/||oo<f!,

E2(e,/) = ¡xeG:||/x-/||0O<íl.

%f denotes the real part of / and, if / is real-valued, /  , /" denote its positive

and negative parts. Finally, by an e-mesb in a metric space is meant a finite set

of points of the space such that each point of the space is within e of some mem-

ber of the finite set.

2.2 Definition. Let  a(G) be a nontrivial module of AP functions on G. Let

g be a set of complex-valued functions on G satisfying

(El) /, g e g,  a,ßeC=>af+ßgetb;

(E2) /eg, x,yeG^xfyeè;

(E3) /eg-»/eg;

(E4) /eg-» l/l eg;
(E5) g D a(G);

(E6) /eg, gea(G)=»/geg.

Let 5) be a set of extended real-valued functions on G and let L: 2) —►

[- oo, oo]. Assume

(DI) iDDgr.

(D2) / c SD —» |/ | e 3).

(D3) /, ge3)^/ + ge3).

(Ll) 0 < / e g', x, y e G — L(xfy) = Lf.

(L2) A > 0, A/, / e 3) =» L(A/) = AL/.
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(L3) |/|,-|/|eS)-.-L(-.|/|)<L|/|.
(L4) I, g£% f<g=>Lf<Lg if<g means that fit) < git) for all / £ G).

(L5) /, g £ 3) =* Lif + g) < Lf + Lg whenever the right side is well defined,

i.e.,   is   ^ oo — oo,

(L6) f£CLÍGr)=>Lf=:Mf.

(DL) For every /efe, h£ a(G)r one has Lx|/(x») - fit)\hix) £3), as a func-

tion of t, provided that either L|/ | < oo or h = 1.

Here  we   use   the   notation   Ljgix))=Lg.   Define   ||/|| = L|/| for all / £ &.

Given such a system a(G), fe, 5), L we then define aL(G) to be the set of all

f £ fe such that for every f > 0 there exists g £ ci(G) satisfying  ||/ - g\\ < e. We

keep this definition of a-LÍG) even if L fails to satisfy (DL) (cf.   2.3(g), (h)).

2.3 Examples. We use the fact that any set of the form APÍG, J)-which

includes APÍG)— is a nontrivial module. Actually these are the only nontrivial

modules (3.3).

(a) Let G = R be made a group under addition and let R have the usual

topology, J. Let a(E) = AP(7?, J) be the Bohr AP functions.

Let

(D &'Ll,J^i

(2)    i) = ¡ /: / is a 71-measurable function from G to (- oo, oo], / > g for some g £ fe |.

Define L on £ by

(Ll) is satisfied because for 0 < f £ &r we have

». -s. rrd «■ * à ^ srTw n:!.., «■ ■ ̂
which includes the opposite inequality. To see that (DL) is satisfied take /efe,

h £ clÍRY and define t/S(») = L\f - fit)\h.  qj is measurable because we need only

consider rational T in the definition of L. If h = 1, <f> > 0 so t/j e 2). If L|/ | < »,

then </S 6 3) because

<M')>-MJe|/| + |/(z)|].

The other conditions of 2.2 are easy to check.  0-L(7?) is the set of Besicovitch

AP functions on R.

(b) Let G, <x(G), fe, 2) be as in (a). For f£CPl define

L/= lim   sup i f^   / rfji.

L|/  -/(í)|¿ is measurable in  t because we need only consider rational T, x in

the definition of L.  cc^ÍR) ¡s the set of Weyl AP functions on R.
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(c) Let (G, J) be an LC group of the form Ra x Zb x F, where Z =

{0, il, • • • 1, F is a compact group and a, A > 0 are integers. Such groups include

the compactly generated abelian LC groups [17, 9.8]. Let  aiG) = APiG, J) and

let g, 2) be given by (1), (2), above. Define  K    on 3) by

K"/ŒilK-«,»V^XF]/(-».»)-+*xP/^      « = 1-2,....

Define Fj, L2 on ÍD by

L/-ÏS  KJ,      L2/ = lim    sup    K( /).
1        „-.oo     " ¿       „-.oo x.yeC     "      y

L2|/i -/(r)|A is a measurable function of t because

-P     KnW=       SUP       Kn[f(zJ
x,y£G zeRaxZb

and one need only consider z's in the countable dense subset of Ra x Z°. a^ (G),

aL-iG) ate, respectively, the Besicovitch and Weyl AP functions on G (with

respect to Fj, LA.

(d) Let (G, J) be a a-compact abelian LC group. Let a(G) = AP(G, 3") and

let g be the bounded members of Lj ,0C(G). Let 2) be given by (2). Let fV„}~

be a sequence of subsets of G such that 0 < piVn) < oo for all n and such that

for each x e G

pixV    A V )
lim  L-" "   =0.
„-.oo ¡x(V   )

Define L on 2) by

Lfm lim   -ri-r-f,,   /rfft.
'       n-~ niVn)JVn'    >*

For the fact that \Vn}°° exists and that (L6) is satisfied see [17, 18.10-18.14].

(Ll) follows because the members of g are bounded (cf. proof of 18.10 in [17]).

a.L(G) is the set of bounded Besicovitch AP functions on G, with respect to L.

The general Besicovitch AP functions on G are discussed in 4.14, below.

(e) Let G be an arbitrary group and ci(G) = APiG). Let g be the set of all

complex-valued functions on G and let 3) be the set öf all functions from G to

(- oo, oo]. Set

Q = |(íaf}"=1 , |a !"_j): a e R, 0 < a e G, £a = 1, 1 < r < n; n is a positive integerj.

Define L on 2) by

L/= inf j sup   £ a/txapr): «a 1, {« |) e fl(.
(x.yeG    r )

It is not hard to vetify the conditions of 2.2. We call aL(G) the F^lner-Weyl AP

functions on G. They are discussed in [13] and [7],
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(f) Let G be an infinite group, a(G) = APÍG) and fe, 2) as in (e), above.

There exists a pairwise disjoint sequence Ej, E2, • • • of symmetric subsets of G

with the property that for every finite set [a., . .. , a ¡CG

D     a.Eha.40,      b- I, 2,.... •
lS7,7<»I

Let (? be as in (e). For h = 1, 2 • • • and / e 2) define

_ 71

MJ =    inf     sup 2£ a.fixa.y),
A,B,D  x,y i=l

where A = ([a.|, {a.j)eö, B . jij, ... , bk\C G. D = {d{, ■■■ , dj C G, and the

supremum is to be taken over the nonempty set of those x, y e G for which

b.xa.yd. £ Eh whenever 1 < /' < k, I < i < m. Now define L on 3) by   Lf =

limh_¡00Mbf. For the fact that the sequence Eh exists and that L satisfies the

conditions of 2.2 see [14]. We call aLÍG) the F¿lner-Besicovitch AP functions

on G. (aL(G), || ||) is complete and has properties very analogous to the usual

Besicovitch AP functions considered in (a). See  [14].

(g) Let (G, J) be an abelian LC group. Let ct(G) = APÍG, J) and let fe be

the bounded members of Lj ioc(G). Let 3) be given by (2). Since G is amenable,

there is a net (V¿, d £ D, >) of subsets of G such that 0 < piVd) < °o for all d

and such that for all x £ G

pixV. A V.)
lim        '       d=0
deD      ¡AVJ

ici. [15, p. 43] and  [11]). Define L on 3) by

L/= BS -JL. f    ¡dp.
deD piVd)JVd    P

The conditions of 2.2 are satisfied except possibly the requirement in (DL) that

L\ft - f(t)\h be a measurable function of t. We return to this problem in 4.13.

aL(G) is the set of bounded Besicovitch AP functions on G, with respect to L.

The general Besicovitch AP functions on G ate discussed in 4.14.

(h) Let (G, 3") be an LC group. Let a(G) = APÍG, 7) and let fe, 2) be

given by (1), (2). Let (Vd, d£D,>) be a net of subsets of G such that

0 < piVj) < oo for every a* and such that for every / £ O-iG)

lim -jL_  f    fdu=Mf.

Such a net exists by 3.4 of [6], Define L on 3) by

L/= lim    sup   -—-  I       / dp.

Again the conditions of 2.2 are satisfied except possibly the measurability in t
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of L|/ - fit)\h. We consider this problem in 4.1 3.  aL(G) is the set of Weyl AP

functions on G, with respect to L.

3. Preliminaries on modules. Let |D*: Ae Aj be a complete(2) set of inequiv-

alent irreducible unitary finite-dimensional representations of the group G. We

shall let sx denote the degree of D    and let !M    be the finite-dimensional sub-

space of AP(G) spanned by {D^f*a=x. For A0 C A define 2XeA  ft* to be

smallest closed vector subspace of APiG) containing m    fot every A e AQ. Take

feAPiG).  Maak [19, p. 141] defines the summation module [/] determined by f

by [/] = ^¿LjJH    , where the Afc are indices of those representations occurring

nontrivially in the Fourier series of a certain sequence of weight functions. We

shall denote |Afcl~ by Mf).

Let g: G —► C. We say }Aj, ... , A A is an e-covering of G with respect to

g iff
TZ

G = U A.   and    sup   \giaxb) - giayb)\ < e
i=l a,beC

whenever x, y €A{ fot some i. One can show that g e APiG) iff for every t> 0

G has an f-covering with respect to g (this is the definition of AP(G) in [19]).

Let /, g e AP(G). We say g is just as AP as f iff for every e > 0 there exists

5 > 0 such that every 5-covering of G with respect to / is an f-covering of G

with respect to g. The following theorem (3.2) gives alternative descriptions of

[/]. (i) is due to Maak [19, p. 143].

3.1 Lemma.  Let feAP(G). There exists a smallest topology T(/) for G

such that (G, 3"(/)) is a topological group and f is 'S if)-continuous. The sets

Vie, /)=)xeG:   sup   |/(axA) -/(aA)| <t[,      f>0,
( a.beG )

are a fundamental neighborhood system of e in jif).

3.2 Theorem. Let feAPiG).

(i) [/] consists of those AP functions on G which are just as AP as f.

(ii) If] = APiG, Jif)).

Proof of 3.1. Notice that e e Vie, /)_1 = Vie, f), Vie, f)2 C V(2<r, /) and

yVie, f)y~l = V(e, /) for all y eG. Thus  (V(í, /)Ií>0 is a basic neighborhood

system of c in a topology j(/) such that (G, jif)) is a topological group. If

xn —»x(3"(/)), then *„*      is eventually in every Vie, f) from which it follows that

|/(*„) - /(x)| is eventually < e fot every e > 0. Hence / is J(/)-continuous.

To complete the proof we must show that if f e APiG, T) then 3" D J(/). To

this end it suffices to show that each  Vie, /) is a 3-neighborhood of e. Take

(2) I.e., every irreducible (finite-dimensional) representation of G is equivalent to

some D* [19, §30].
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i>0 and let ia./fc.l"=1 be an f-mesh in i{Jb: a, b£G\, || HJ. Let (/ be a Ï-

neighborhood of e such that

I    /,.(*)-    L(e)\<e   forall xeE, Kz'<7J.
ai'bi Oi'bi -    -

Now take any  x e U   and any a,  b £ G.   Take  i £ |1, • • • , tz|   such that

l«A-"«/*,|-<i- Then

\fiaxb) - fiab)\ < \fiaxb) - fiaxb)\ + \fiaxb) - fia.b)\ + | fia b) - fiab)\ < 3e..

As x £U, a, b e G are arbitrary, U C Vile, f). As e > 0 is arbitrary and U is a

T-neighborhood of e, this proves the lemma.

Proof of 3.2. We use 3.1 and (i) to prove (ii). g £ [/] iff [for every e > 0

there exists 5>0  suchthat  supa beG\ fiaub) - fiavb)\ < 8  implies

supa , e(Agiaub) -giavb)\ < e] iii [for every e > 0 there exists 8 > 0 such that for every

v£G vViS, f) C vVic, g)] iff [J(/) D J(g)] iff g £ APÍG, 3"(/)).

3.3 Theorem. Let a(G) fee an invariant vector space of AP functions on G.

The following are equivalent:

(i)  a(G) is a nontrivial module;

(ii) a(G) = APÍG, 3) /or some topology 3;

(iii) a(G) z's closed and f £ aiG) implies [/] C aiG).

Proof. That (i) implies (ii) is known. Since we do not know where an ex-

plicit proof may be found, we outline a proof here: Let A = (x(G) and let T :

A —»A by TJ = x_i/ for all x e G. Let A have the topology induced by  || H^,.

Let G be the closure in AA of TÍG) and let J  be the restriction to G of the

product topology for A   . (G, j) is a compact T2-topological group under com-

position and T: G —»G is a homomorphism with ker T = ix £ G: fix) = fie) fot

all f £ Aj. The set of finite intersections of {Vit, f): f £ A,t> 0| is a local

neighborhood base at e for a topology 3" such that (G, 3) is a topological group

and À C APÍG, 3). T is 3-continuous and the map of (G. 3") —» (T(G), î7r(G))

by x -► rx is open. For each / e A define J: G -» C by /"(R) = R~ H/)(e) for

all R £ G. Then / ÍTJ = /(x) when x £ G; also / £ CÍG), the ^-continuous func-

tions on G. Letting A" = {/ : / e A ¡ one can show by Stone-Weierstrass that A =

CÍG). Finally if h £APÍG, j), h is constant on the cosets of ker T so we may

define H on TÍG) by E(Tx) = 7>(x). Since x -» Tx is open, H £ APÍTÍG),9/TÍG)).

Let H £APÍG, 9) = CÍG) extend H. H exists by direct proof or by [2]. But then

there exists / £ A such that / = H from which it follows that h = / £ A. Hence

APÍG, 3) C A, completing the proof of (ii).

That (ii) implies (iii) follows from 3.2(a).

Assume (iii) holds. Since [O] = the constant functions, a(G) is nontrivial.

If / £ a(G), then / £ [/] C a(G). Thus to prove (i) we need only show that if
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Age a{C), then fg e a'C). But f2 e [/], g2 e [g], (/ + g)2 e [/ + g], by 3.2, so that

by combining these we get fg e a(G). This proves the theorem.

3.4 Remarks. (1) Let  <x(G) be a nontrivial module.We use in the sequel the

fact that  ci(G) has the following closure properties (which follow easily from the

above): a.(G) contains the constant functions; f e a(G) implies that  |/|, 5ty,

(jR/)* e aiG); f, g e a(G) implies that f x g, M\f( - fit)\g e <z(G), the latter as a

function of t.

(2) Every closed invariant vector space of AP functions on G may be

written in the form

a(G)=   £      3HX
Ji*ca(G)

([19, p. 132]; Maak uses the term "module" differently than we). If G is abelian,

each 3H    is the one-dimensional subspace spanned by some A e G*, the dual group

of G. In this case the nontrivial modules on G are precisely the sets  S.    .Uli ,

where X* runs through the subgroups of G* (cf.   [1]). For example, let 3" be the

usual topology for R and let  a(R) = APiR, 3) be the Bohr AP functions. If

0 ^ A e a(F), then A(A) is the additive subgroup of R generated by the Fourier

exponents of A; if Ah 0, then A(A) = {0|.

The following two lemmas will be used in §4. Recall the definition of Ej,

E2 in §2.1.

3.5 Lemma. Let g: G —» C, / e APiG). Take / e (1, 2]. Suppose that for

every e > 0 iAere exists 8>0 such that E {8, f) C F.(f, g). Then g e [/].

Proof. Take, for example, ; = 2. For any A: G —» C and n > 0 notice that

l*«J?.l is an >?-mesh in U*V a eG!' Il D iff G = U"=ia¿E2(77' ¿)- Ic follows
that g e APiG). To show that g e [/] it suffices to show that g is 3(/)-continu-

ous. To this end it suffices to show that for any A e APiG) the finite intersec-

tions of sets in {aE2(A, f)a~ *: a e G, f > 0} ate a base for the 3(A)-neighborhood

system of e. Since V~(f, A) C F2(f, A) for all f > 0 and aV(f, A)a-1 = Vie, A), it

suffices to show that each Vie, h) contains an appropriate finite intersection.

Take f > 0. Let \ha.\n=l be an f-mesh in ({Afl: aeG], || HJ. Take any

xe ri"_ifl,F2(f, A)a-1. Take arbitrary a, AeG. Take iQ suchthat Ae

a.oF2(f, A). Then

|A(axA) - A(aA)| < |A(axA) - Haxa.)\ + \hiaxa.J - A(aa.Q)| + \hiaa.¡) - hiab)\.

The first and third terms above are < ||A, - Afl.||00 < e, since A ea{ EAe, tí) =

{y e G: ll^y- ^¿glloo < f!« As e, x e a. E2(f, A)a7  , the second term is of the form

|A(ac) - A(ac')|, where c, c   e aiQE2ie, h). Hence  |A(axA) - A(aA)| < 4f. It follows

that n"=ia,^2^e' b)^1 C V(4f, A), proving the lemma.
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3.6 Lemma. Let <& £ APÍG). There exists a sequence of weight functions

hn £ [$] such that  ||g xhn~ g\\x-► 0 for all g £ [$]. We may require that

v

hjx)= £ *X¿DppM>    « = i,2,...,
"**(♦)        p=l

where the right side converges uniformly and each ßn > 0. ÍBy saying hn is a

weight function is meant that Mb   =1  aTza" h   > 0, n = 1, 2, • • • .)

Proof. Let gn be the weight functions considered in [19, pp. 139—143,

Theorems 3 through 6]. Define hn = gnx gn, n = 1,2, • • • . Evidently each bn

is a weight function and since
° v

víAt*) p_j

the last assertion follows with ßvn = |y^|  .

From Theorem 4, p. 140 of [19] and the definition of A(O), we have

limn^oo/3^ = 1 for all v £ A(4>). For each g £ [$], g x hn is majorized by g and

bounded by  HgH^. Hence by Theorem 1, p. 136 of [19], ||g x hn - g^ —► 0.

Finally hn = gnxgn£ [$] by 3.4(1) since gn £ [$]. This prevés the lemma.

3.7 Remark. We shall use the fact that, each h    being real-valued,

*.- I ^llto;,   7» = i,2,....

4.  Characterization of 0-L(G). We continue the notation of §§2 and 3. Unless

stated otherwise we assume that a(G), fe, 2), and L satisfy all the conditions

(El), (Dl), (Ll) and(DL) of 2.2; For /eg define A/f A^ on G by Ay(x) =

||x/-/||, A]!(x)= ||/x-/|| for all xeG. For e > 0, /eg define

LEjie, /) = ix e G: A/M < <r},      LE2(e, /) = ix e G: A'Jx) < c].

In the sequel we shall use freely the conditions (El), (Dl), (Ll) and(DL) of

2.2 without always stating them explicitly.

4.1  Lemma. Let /eg and A, e a(G). Then both sides of

(*) LtLjfixt) -fit)\ < LxLt\fixt) - fit)\

are well defined. If (*) holds, then L|/| < ~.

Proof. The left side of (*) is well defined by (DL) and the right side is

simply MAj. Assume (*) is true. Now L|/| < Lx|/(xt) -/(/)| + |/(f)| by (Ll),

(L4), (L5) and (L6). If L|/| = oo, then since  |/(/)| < oo for all t, we have

Ljfixt) -fit)\ = oo for all ». By (*)
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=o = L/Lx|/(xr)-/(i)|<AlA/,

a contradiction. Therefore  L\f\ < oo.

4.2 Remark. Let /eg and A^ e a(G). Let us show that the following con-

dition is well defined:

(B) LtLx\fixt) - fit)\%DXppix) < LxL(\fixt) - fit)\%Dppix) for all AeA(A,)
and 1 < p < s^.

Taking A„eA such that DXo = 1, notice that A„ € A(A^) (for example, by

3.2; or the definition of [A,]). Thus the inequalities of (B) include (*) of 4.1,

which by 4.1 is well defined. From the truth of (*) we get that L\f\ < oo. Notice

that D*  e a(G) when Ae A(/) by 3-3. Thus by (DL) the left sides of the other

inequalities in (B) are well defined. The right side of (B) is simply MiA¡3(Dpp).

4.3 Lemma. Suppose /eg, A, e a(G). Set $ = A, z'rz 3.6 and let hn be as

in that lemma.  If (B) holds, then

(1) F<Lx|/(xí)-/({)|A„(x)<LxL/|/(xí)-/(í)|An(x),      «=1,2,....

Proof. The right side of (1) is MiAfhn) and the left side is well defined by

(B), (4.1) and (DL). If A^ = 0, it turns out that the gn of 3.6 are identically 1,

whence   hn m 1 and (1) is a restatement of (B). Thus we may suppose A, 4 0.

Fix tz arbitrarily and set K = h . Take e > 0 and set

(2) 8 = f/MA/.

By 3.7

(3) l|K-P|L<S

where

(4) P=r*/3^F^,     /3¿>0,

and 2* denotes a finite sum. If h e a(G) is arbitrary,

Lx\fixt) - fit)\Mx) > Lx[- \fixt) - fit)\ ||A|| J   by (L4)

> - \\b\L^x\fixt) - fit)\    by (L2), (L3)

>-\\h\\jL\f\ + \fit)\].

Hence

LtLx\fixt) - /(/)|íRA(x) > - 2||A|LL|/1 > - oo.

This observation allows us to apply (L5) in the following chain of inequalities.
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LtLx\fixt)-fit)\Kix)

< LtLjfíxt) - /wfe*/S*íRDyx) + g]   by (3), (4), (L4)

<22*/3pLíLx|/(xí) - /(x)|5to*p(x) + SLíLx|/(xí) - /(,)|

by (L5), (L2) since ßp > 0

< Z*ßXpLxLt\fM - fU)ßDppix) + SLxLt|/(x») - /(,)|    by (B)

= M(A/P) + 8MA/

<M{AfiK + 8)] + 8MAf   by (3)

= M(A/ 7<) + 28MAf

<LxLt\fíxt)-fít)\Kíx) + 2e   by (2).

As f > 0 is arbitrary, (1) follows, proving the lemma.

4.4 Lemma. Take /eg aTza" t > 0. If Ar. is finite, then Eje, A\) =

LEjc, f); if Af is finite. Eje, Af) = LEj(f, /).

Proof. We consider Ar,, A, being similar. Take u £ G.

II(a^-a;il=sup|||/xu-/||-||/-/x|||

< sup ||/xu - /x||    by (L5) since AJÍ is finite
xeG

= II/WII-
Thus LE2(f, /) C E2(f, Ap. If u £Eje, AT¡), then

8«PlH/«,-/l|-||/»-/lll<e.
x f o

Taking x = e gives  ||/b - / || < f, whence u £ LEjc, j). Therefore Eje, AT) C

LE2(f, /), proving the lemma.

4.5 Theorem. Let f £ g. Suppose

(A) Af, ATf £ aiG)

and that  f satisfies (B) of 4.2.  Then f £ a Jg).

MiAfhn) = Mx[A/(x)èn(x- ')] = A, x h Je) — Aje) = 0

by 3.6. Take n so large that the left side, above, is < e/2 and set K = h . Apply-

ing 3.3, 3.6, 4.3 and (A) gives
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(D

K e a(G), K > 0,

MK = 1, MiAfK)<e/2,

(B) holds with %Dxpp replaced by  K.

Write f=u + iv where  u, v: G -> R. By (El), (E2), (E3), (E6) and (1) u(K,

vtKe& tot all te G. Define $j(f) = F(«tK), $2G) = Liv(K) for ail i.£C. The

following string of inequalities shows that

(2) -oo<$1(i)<o0    for allí eG.

They are justified by applying (Ll), (L2), (L3), (L4) and recalling that by 4.1

and (B) L\f\ < oo.

- - <- l|K|LL|/| < - IIKILLM = - Lx\uixt)\ IIKIL < - Lx\uixt)\Kix)

< Lx[- \uixt)\Kix)] < LiutK) = $j(i) < L\u(\K < [[K||^F.|rv 1 < ||K|LL|/| < oo.

Similarly $2 is finite. (2) allows us to apply (L5) and (L4) to get

|<Dl(íx)-<Di(í)|<L|aíx-aí|K<||rí||J|/x-/||    by (Ll), (L2), (L4).

Consequently, by Lemma 4.4, E2(p/||K|L, Arf) = LF2(p/||K||00, /) C E2ip, S>j) for

all p > 0. By 3.5, $j e [Arf] C aiG). Similarly 02 e aiG). Set <t> = Oj + z02 so

that $ e aiG).

Since uit) is finite for each t e G, (L4), (L5) and (1) give  |L(zz(K) - u(t)\ <

L\ut - uit)\K, that is,  ^(i) - zz(r)| < L\ut - uit)\K. Similarly for <S>2. Consequently

\<S>it) - fit)\ < L\u( - uit)\K + L\vt - vit)\K < 2L\ft -fit)\K,

by (L4). Therefore, by (1), (L2) and CL4)

||$ - /1| = Lt\$it) - fit)\ < 2LtLx\fixt) -fit)\Kix)

< 2LxLt\fixt) - fit)\Kix) = 2MiAfK) < e.

Since <ï> e a(G) and e > 0 is arbitrary, this proves the theorem.

4.6 Lemma. // /eajG), then L\f\ < ~ and A^ije a(G).

Proof. Take e > 0 and g e aiG) such that ||/ - g|| < f/2. Since L|/| = |f/|| <

11/ ~ g\\ + \\g\\ < f/2 + llglloo < °°» the first assertion is clear. To see that A^ e a(G)

define G(a) = ||ug-g||. Then

II, G - G\\x = sup | \\txg - g\\ - \\xg -g\\\< \\tg - g\\ < \\tg - g IL.
xtG

Hence Ej(jj, g) C ExÍt¡, G) for all r) > 0. It follows from 3.5 that G e [g] C aiG).

Also  ll„/ - / II < ll„/ - „«ll + llug - «II + llg - / II and similarly with /, g interchanged.
This gives  \Afiu) - G(a)| < 2||g - / || < e. Thus  ||A, - G|L < f. As f > 0 is arbitrary
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and  aiG) is closed, Af £ aiG). Similarly A^ £ a(G).    Q.E.D.

4.7 Lemma. 7/ 0 </,/,-/ e 2) and if f is  \\ \\-approximatable by members of

a-ÍGY, then Lf < oo aTza" L(- /) = - Lf.

Proof. Take gn £ aiG)' such that  ||/-gJ _»0. If ||/-gj| < 1, then

Lf = 11/ II < 11/ - gm\\ + Ha? Jl < ! + HgJL < °°> Paving the first assertion. Noting

that - oo < - Lf < Li- f) < 0, we get from (L4), (L5)

W U-gn)<L|(-gn)-(-/)|+L(-/).

Interchanging / and g    and using the fact that  L(-/), L(- gj) ate finite gives

(2) \U-f)-Li-gn)\<L\f-gJ.

Replacing (- gj with gn and (- /) with /in (1) and then interchanging / and

S„ gives, as before,

(3) |L/-LgJ<L|/-gJ

since Lf, Lgn are finite. From (2) and (3) we have

|L(- /) - (- L/)| < |L(- /) - L(- g„)| + |L(- gn) - i- Lf)\

= \Li-f)-Li-gn)\ + \Lf-LgJ<2L\f-gJ^Q    as n _ oo.

Here we use the fact that L(- gj) = Mi- gj) - - Mgn = - Lgn. The lemma follows.

4.8 Theorem. // f£ajG), then for all h £ a(G)r

(1) Lt Ljfixt) - fit)\hix) < LxLt\fixt) - fit)\hix).

Proof. By 4.6 the right side of (1) is MÍA.h) and, hence, well defined. Also

by 4.6, L\f\ < oo so by (DL) the left side of (1) is well defined for all h £ a(G)r.

We are given h £ a(G)r. Take fn £ aiG) such that ||/-/J —» 0. Let h+, h~

be the positive and negative parts of h so that h = h   - h~, 0 < h    £ a-ÍGY. We

shall show that

±       ,:_   r,l/ /  ,.ML±(2) LtL]ft~fUW = Hm LtL\fnt-(Jt)\hx.

From (L4), (L5) and the fact that h    > 0 we have

L\ft -/0)|i* < L|[/t - fj + {fjt) - /0)]|i* + Ll/., - fjùlb*

< iiA±LHi/-/ji + i/,,o)-/o)|]+L|/Bi-/.(i)|ii.

Operating with L( on both sides of (3) gives

(4) EiL|/t-/(/)|7,±<2||è±|U|/-/J + L<L|/7ii-/„(/)|77±.
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Observe that 0 < L(L\ft - fit^h* < 2||A±|LF|/| < « and similarly with / replaced

by / . Thus if we interchange / and fn in (4) and combine the two results we get

\LtL\ft-fit)\hi-LtL\fnt-fnit)\bi\<2\\h±\\Jf-fJ-r0.

This establishes (2).

Interchanging / and fn in (3), combining the result with (3) and then operat-

ing with Lt gives

Fí|F|/t-/0)|A±-F|/Bt-/„(í)|A±|<2||A±||J|/-/J|-r0.

That operating with L( is permissible follows from (D2), (D3), the fact that

- L|/n< - /„(t)|A±e aiG) as a function of t, and the fact that F|/t - /(r^A* e3) as

a function of t (as was pointed out in the first paragraph of the proof). It follows

that
The function t —» L\ft - f(t)\h    is

II ||-approximatable by members of aiG)''.

From the proof of 4.6 we see that L| /   - /J —► A,(x) uniformly in x. Hence,
n       *

for arbitrary rj > 0,

-r?<A/(x)A±(x)-F|x/n-/jA±(x)<iy

for all x e G when n is sufficiently large. Operating on this with F    gives that

(6) FvL|x/-/|A±(x) = lim LxL\Jn -/jA*(x).

The right sides of (2) and (6) are equal since / , A   e aiG). Hence

(7) L(Lx\fixt) - fit)\bHx) = LxLt\fixt) - fit^hHx).

For each t, 0 < Ljfixt) - /(/)|A+(x) < ||A+||jF|/| + |/(/)|] < oo. Thus we may

apply (L5) to get

LtLx\fixt) - fit)\hix) < Lt [Ljfixt) - fit)\h+ix) + LJfixt) -/({)|(- A"(x))].

By (5) and 4.7 0 < LtLx\fixt) - fit)\h\x) < oo. Thus we may apply (L5) again

to get

(g) LtLx\fixt)-fit)\hix)

< LtLx\fixt) - /(i)|A+(x) + LtLx[- \fixt) - fit)\h~ix)].

Notice that, for fixed t,

II I/, - f(t)\h- - \fnt - / W|A-|| < ||/ - /J IIA-IL — 0.

Thus for each fixed r +|/ -/(¿)|A~ e aL(G). By 4.7,
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(9) Lx[- |/(xz) - fit)\h'ix)] = - Ljfixt) - fit)\h-ix)

tot each t £ G. As L|/| < oo, (DL) implies that the left and hence the right side

of (9) is in Sj as a function of t. By (5) and 4.7,

(10) Lt[- Ljfixt) - fit)\h~ix)] = - LJJfixt) - fit)\h-ix).

Combining (7), (8), (9), 10) and the fact that A e a(G) (by 4.6) gives

Lt Ljfixt) - / 0)| AU) < LxL,|/(xy) - /(/)|//(x) - LxLt\fixt) - /0)|i"U)

= MiAfh+) - MiAfh~) = AHA,*) = LxLt\fixt) - /0)|e(x).

This proves the theorem.

4.9 Main Theorem.  Let a(G) be a nontrivial module of AP functions on G.

Let g, 5), £ be as in 2.2.  Take /eg. Then f£ ajG) if and only if

(A) Af,ATf£aiG),

(B) LiLx|/(x») - /0)|ÍRD^U) < LxLt\fíxt) - fít)\%Dxppíx) for all X £ A(A,)
aTza" 1 < p < Sy

Proof. This follows from 4.5, 4.6 and 4.8.

4.10 Remarks. (1) The requirement in (Ll) that Uj)= Lf when 0 < / e gr

is used only in the proof of 4.6 and in the proof of (6) in 4.8. The requirement

that Hf ) = Lf is used directly in all of the above proofs except 4.7.

(2) Condition (A) is in some cases equivalent to other conditions which

appear in AP function theory.    For /eg let

Oj(/)=ix/:xeG|,      Ojf) = i/x: x e G].

When  G has a topology we say that a symmetric set S C G is relatively dense

iff there exists a compact set K CG such that Kz O S 4 0 for all z e G (equiv-

alently:   iff there exists compact F C G such that zF n S 4 0 tot all z £ G iff

there exists compact KQ CG such that G = SKQ, etc.). On the real line this is

equivalent to the usual definition of relative density. Notice that E it, /),

LE{ie, f) ate symmetric for e > 0, i = 1, 2. Consider the following conditions on

a function of /eg:

(A0) For every e > 0 there exists if., ... , w , Z., ... ,z   £G such that

77 777

G= \Jw.LE2ic,f)= U LEj(f,/)z
7=1 7=1

(Al) ÍO.Íf), || ||) is totally bounded, ¿ = 1,2.

(A2) For every e > 0, LEÁ.C, f) is relatively dense and open, 7=1,2.
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4.11 Theorem. Let /eg. TAêtz

(i) (A)-»(A1)~(A0).

(ii) Assume that (G, 3) is a topological group and that a(G) C APiG, 3).

TAerz (A) =» (A2) -» (Al) « (AO).

(iii) Assume that (G, 3) is a locally compact ior complete metric) topological

group, that aiG) = APiG, 3), that every neighborhood of e generates G ior that

Aj, AT, are finite) and that each   LE¿e, f) is a borel set (z = 1, 2). TAerz (AO) =»(A).

Proof. In 2.1 of [5] the equivalency of (Ai), 0 < z < 2, is shown when G is

the real line (usual topology). Therefore we omit details here which resemble

those of [5].

(i) That (Al) implies (AO) may be argued as in [5] and the converse is

similar. Take e > 0. Let us show, for example, that (A) implies that there exists

WV ' ' ' 'Wne(*   SUCn tnat

(1) G=\Jw.LE2ie,f).
¿=1

Since AT, e a(G), (l(Apu: u eG\, || |L) is totally bounded. Hence there exists

w,, ... ,w   eG such that
1 ' n

(2) G= |Ju,.E2(f,Ap.
z'=l

By 4.4  E2ie, Arf) = LE2ie, f) from which (1) follows.

(ii) Suppose that (A) is true. Then F2(f, Ar,) is relatively dense for all

f>0, because A^eAP(G). Since A^ e APiG, 3), 3 D 3(Ap by 3.1. Hence, for

every e > 0,  V(f, ATA is a 3-neighborhood of e. Also  Vie, ATA C E2(f, Ar) and,

by 4.4, E2ie, AT,) = LE2ie, /). Hence LE2ie, f) is relatively dense and contains

a 3-neighborhood of e fot all e > 0. To see that LE2(f, /) is open note that for

each x e LE 2ie, f) there exists f j < f such that x e LE2(fj, /). Taking 0 < f 2 <

f- fj, let F C FE2(f2, /) be an open neighborhood of c. Then xeLE2(fj, f)U C

LE2ie, f). Since x e LE2ie, f) is arbitrary, LF2(f, /) is open. Similarly one shows

that LEj(f, /) is relatively dense and open.

To see that (A2) implies (AO) let us show, for example, that for each f > 0

there exists Zj, ... , zmeG such that G = (J™_jLEj(f, f)z.. Take e > 0. Take

compact KCG such that G = LEAe/2, f)K. Since F = LEj(f/2, /) is an open

neighborhood of e, there exists jr., ... , x   € K such that U7-l^zy -* ̂ ' Hence

m m

(J LFj(e,/)zO lj LFj(f/2,/)Fz  DLFj(f/2,/)/C = G.

(iii) By Baire's theorem (AO) implies that each  LE2ie, f) is of second
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category. As LE20, /) D [LE20/2, f)]2 and is borel, each LE2(f, /) contains a

neighborhood of e. Arguing as in (ii) one deduces that each LEAt,f) is open.

Since every neighborhood of e generates G,

00 OO

G= lj LE2(1,/)"C lj LEjn, /).
77=1 77=1

It follows that A", is finite. By 4.4, E2(e,Ap = LEje,f) tot all c > 0. Hence, by

(AO), Arf £ APÍG). Since each E20, Arf) is open, 3 D 3(Ap (see proof of 3.5),

whence A' £APÍG, 3) = O-ÍG). Similarly for A.. This proves the theorem.

4.12 Remark. We now apply the main theorem to the classical Besicovitch

AP functions on R. Let a(7?) be the set of Bohr AP functions on R and let L

be as in 2.3(a). It is customary to denote L by Al. From 4.9, 4.11 and 3.4(2) we

have /e Lj i0C(E) is Besicovitch AP if and only if

(A) A^e a(R), where A^x) = i|/.-/|, say Ajx) ~ X~=i«fce'A*X; and

(B) MtMjfix + t)- /0)|cos Ax < MxMt\fix + t) - /0)|cos Ax for all A in the

additive subgroup of 7? generated by iA, ]T. U i0|.

(A) may be replaced by any of the equivalent conditions (AO), (Al), or (A2).

References to other known characterizations of a-ÍR) occur in the introduc-

tion to [5].(3)

4.13 Theorem. Let G, a(G), g, 2), L be as in 2.3(g) or 2.3(h). Take /eg.

Then f £ olJg) if and only if f satisfies (A), (B) aTza"

(M) /-—► L|/, - fit)\h   is p-measurable for all h £ aÍGY.

Proof. Take f£ ajG), h £ O.ÍGY and let <pit) = L\f(- fit)\h. Assume first

that  H/ H oo < °°. To prove that <f> is measurable we show that for every f > 0 there

is a measurable function ifi such that ||c/> - if/W^ < 2e. Take f > 0. For each set

E CG let XE denote its indicator. Let ¡E, ]f'_l be a measurable partition of G

such that for appropriate  ck £ C

(1) /-z^iL^/iR
Take tj, • • • , tn £ G such that for every t £ G there is some /' e fl, • ■ • , n] sat-

isfying

(2) \bixf1) - híxt.)\ < í/211/ll^   for all x £ G.

Let ÍB .I" be a measurable partition of G such that when / e ß   (2) holds.

Let us write E(t) fa Git) when |F(f) - G(f)| < e. Fix arbitrary t £ G. Then

(3) Harold Donnelly has pointed out that the requirement that f (L.  .    (7?) in the

main theorem of l5j may be weakened to measurability. Proofs remain the same.
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<p(/)=L  \fixt)-fit)\hix)

* Lx \\fixt) - fit)\ Îhixtt^iM    by (2)

T!

= '¿ZxB  it)Lx[\fixt) - fiiïlhixttj)]    since only one yB   ¿ °

;=1      ' '

n fi m j"]

^ L XB  (t)L  I  /(x/) - Z c,Xe (t)\b{xu.)\     by (1)
/.l      • |_l *=1 I J

-ExbW'M/^-^K)]

-Z^IZ-^Ixb^W by (l1)-

The right side is a measurable function within 2f of 4>. Thus ci is measurable

when ||/|L<~.

If 11/IL = °°> which might happen in 2.3(h), define

i fix) if    |/(x)|<TZ,

/„(*) =
(tz/(x)/|/(x)|    otherwise.

It is not difficult to see that fn e aL(G), in the context of 2.3(h). Define 4>nit) =

Lx\fnixt) - (nit)\bix). Fix re G arbitrarily. For large tz, say n>nQ, f„it) = fit).

Now
|<p0) - <P„W| = |L|/( - fit)\h - L\fnt - fnit)\h\

= \L[\ft-fit)\h-\fnt-fnit)\b]\,

since F e aL(G), F e aiG) implies that |F/ - F(r)|F e <zl(g) for fixed t and L

is linear on  a^iG). Thus

l*W - 0aO)|  <   ||*L|L[|/t - /0)|  -   |/B< - /(f)|]|, TZ > TZ0,

<lr*IUI/|-U-||*IUI/-/J-rO,
by the usual considerations [4, p. 100], By the above <f>n is measurable, hence

so is f/>. Thus (M) is satisfied and (A), (B) are proven as before.

If /eg satisfies (A), (B) and (M), then the argument that f e aL(G) is as

before. This proves the theorem.

4.14 Remarks. (1) Let G, a(G), g, 2), L be as in 2.3(d) or (g).  a.¡ÍG) is

the set of bounded Besicovitch  AP functions on G and has been characterized

above. The set of Besicovitch  AP functions on G (with respect to L), say BA\G),

is defined to be the || ||-closure of ct(G) in Fj loc(G). Take fe Lj i0C(G). Define
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I fix) if  |/U)|<«,
/„U) =

17z/(x)/|/(x)|    otherwise, 72 = 1, 2, ... .

Then f£BjG) iff each fn satisfies (A), (B), (M) and ||/n - /|| -¿+ 0. (M) may

be omitted in the case of 2.3(d).

ÍBjG), II ||) may not be complete even though the sets \VJd   D defining L

satisfy

pixVdàVd)
lim -= 0    for all x e G.
deD      piVd)

The example in §5 of [8] illustrates this.(4) Even when B JG) is not complete

its members have Fourier series which are unique and may be "summed" to the

original function. When B JG) is complete, it is a copy of Lj(g), where G is

the Bohr compactification of G (see [8,(5) §§3, 4l; completeness is not assumed

in §3).

(2) The Weyl AP functions on an LC group (2.3(h)) are characterized in 4.13.

Another characterization along more classical lines is in [7]. The classical char-

acterization on 7? may be found in [4]. Different characterizations of Weyl AP

functions on R occur in [9] and [12] (cf. remarks on pp. 23, 25 of [12]).

(3) There are some interesting Besicovitch spaces for which 4.9 does not

appear applicable.  For example, suppose (G, 3) is a noncommutative a-compact

LC group satisfying at least one of the following:

(i) G is amenable,

(ii) G is first countable and nondiscrete,

(iii) G is free and discrete.

Then there is a sequence of open bounded subsets i V  I?", increasing to G such

that

n~°°piVn)JVn

for all f£APÍG, 3) (cf., [ll, 3.2]; [6]). If we define L on L llocÍG)T (or even

on its bounded members) by

_       1       r
Lf = lim —-- I     / a*7i,

77-00 11(1/   UV.piV)

(4) The sets f, defined there are not open. They may be assumed open by taking the

W(n, o)'s to be open and using approximation considerations in case 1 of §5.

(5) In §3 of [8] o-(G) should be defined as [ä], whete 7i is any AP functions on G whose

nonzero Fourier matrices are {D  : XeS], This is not equivalent to the definition given. A

similar modification of the definition of o\G) in the proof of 3.1 should be made.
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(Ll) may not hold. It is not apparent that one can get around this difficulty in the

fashion used in 2.3(g), (h). The closure of APÍG, 3) in Lj [0C(G) by means of L

is complete. The resulting Besicovitch space is a copy of Lj(C), where G is the

Bohr compactification of G [8, 2.4 and §4].

5. Weakly AP functions are contained in the generalized AP functions. Let

(G, 3) be an LC group. Let CBÍG, 3) be the continuous bounded complex-valued

functions on G and let WAPÍG, 3) be the weakly AP functions on G: f£ WAPÍG, 3")

iff / e CBÍG, 3) and Oif) = {J: x £ G] is relatively compact in the weak topology

of ÍCBÍG, 3), || HJ. For f£WAPÍG, 3), Al/ denotes its mean value. We shall

use such basic facts about WAPÍG, 3) as may be found in [3].

If (G, 3) is amenable, there is a directed set ÍVd, d e D, >) of 71-positive

bounded (= having compact closure) subsets of G such that

(al)                                   ,.     -"kW      0   #       ..mrlim-—-= 0    for all x £ G.
deD    PÍVd)

In addition one may require that

(b) dx<d2 implies V¿1 CV^;

U) \JdeDVd = G;and

id) each V, is open and bounded.

See [ll] and [15, p. 43l. There the VJs ate compact but regularity of 7t allows

one to substitute slightly larger open sets in the conditions (A.    ) of [ll].

5.1 Theorem. Let ÍG, 3) be an LC group.

(i) There is a net ÍVd, d£D,>) of subsets of G satisfying (b), (cL (d) and

(a2) Um -77TT Iv / ^ = Mf   f°r al1 í e WAp(G, 3).
deDP\Vd) Jvd

(ii) Every net (V,, d£D,>) of p-positive bounded sets satisfying (al) a7so

satisfies (a2).

(iii) If (G, 3) z's abelian ihence amenable) and ÍV¿, d£D,>) is a net of

p-positive bounded sets of G satisfying (al), then

(a3) for every f£ WAPÍG, 3)

l    r
lim ——■ I     fdp = AIF    uniformly in x£G.
deDp(yd)JVd

5.2 Remark, (i) answers a question raised by Greenleaf in [15, p. 43]. There

it is pointed out that (ii) follows from the argument of [17, 18.10]. I do not know

if (a2) is true uniformly with respect to (one or two-sided) translations of /. It

is if f£APÍG,T).
Proof of 5.1. We need only prove (i), (iii). We use the notation of [3, see

especially p. 146]. Let ÍÍG be the weak compactification of G and a>G: G —»ÎÎG
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canonical. MÍÍIG) denotes the minimal ideal of ÍÍG. Recall that a>c imbeds G

isomorphically and homeomorphically onto an open dense subset of OG. We often

identify G with a>G(G). We may as well assume G is noncompact.

To prove (i) we establish several propositions [A], [B], [C]:

[A] If K C G is compact, G ~ K is dense in QG ~ K.

For otherwise there exists x eflG ~ K such that x ¿ (G ~ K)~0G. But then

x e K0G = Kc = K, a contradiction.

[b] Let /j, • .• , /   e WAP(G, 3) and let F be a bounded open neighborhood

of e in G. Take N, e > 0. There exists distinct ax, ... , a(eG such that

1   '
- £ /¿(a,-) -Mfk  <e,      1 <k<n, t>N, and a. U n a U = 0 if i 4 j.
1 i=l

To prove [B] notice that each /. /Miñe) is AP since it is continuous on

M(Q, G), a compact group. We apply TV.1.1(f) of [3]. If MitiG) is finite, say

with cardinality p, let Aj, • • • , bt be a listing of the elements of M(OG) such

that each element occurs a times in the list and pq > N. If MÍQ.G) is infinite,

apply 3.3 of [6] to obtain Aj, • • • , b( e M(flG) such that t > N and

ll   '
rLW-«/i

1=1

< f/2,      1 < k < n.

By continuity of fk on QG and density of G in Í2G there exists «¡eC such

that |/fe(èj) - /fc(ai)| <«/2, 1 < k < n. By [A] and continuity of each fk, there

exists a2 eG such that a2U n ajF =0 (take iijeG^ aj(FF-1)~) and

\fkib2) - fkia2)\ <e/2,  1 < * < tz. (Recall that Miau) and cuG(G) are disjoint.)

Continuing inductively one gets aj, ••• , a eG which evidently satisfy the

required conditions.

[C] Let fv . •• , /   é WAPiG, 3) and take M, e > 0. There exists a bounded

open set B C G such that p.(ß) > M and

1
Mfk

piB)
L/**< 2f, 1 < k < TZ.

To prove this use uniform continuity of the fk to get a bounded open neigh-

borhood F of e in G such that |/¿(xa) - /fe(*x)| <e, 1 < k<n, whenever x eG,

ueU. Take N such that NpiU) > M and let aj, • • •, a, e G be as in [B]. It is not

difficult to see that B = U'=ia,F has the required properties.

To finish the proof of (i), one applies the arguments of 3-4 in [6], replacing

aiG) and 3-3 in [6] by WAPiG, 3) and [c] above.

To prove (iii) consider G as acting on ÍWAPÍG, 3), || |L) via left transla-

tion. The elements of WAPiG, 3) are ergodic in the sense of Ebetlein (Definition

3.1 of [10]). Thus it suffices to show that the transformations T , defined on

WAPiG, 3) by
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{TdgHt) = ]kA7jIvdi8^      ¿eD.<£G,

are a system of almost invariant integrals (in the sense of Eberlein's Definition

2.1 of [10]). It is clear that each T¿. WAPÍG, 3) -► CBÍG, 3") is linear and that

{Td]d€D is equicontinuous. That Tdg £ [convex hull of Oig)]~ C WAPÍG, 3) for

each g £ WAPÍG, 3) is not difficult to show from the uniform continuity of g (one

approximates (l/fi(V))/v xga"Ti by ^"^OpiV^/piVYigixt)). Finally we must show

that for each g £ WAPÍG, J), x £ G.

lim \\jTdg) - Tdg\\x = limjTjj) - Trfg|L = 0.
de u deu

Now

jTdg)it),{Tdixg)]it) = -±^fVdtxgdp,

since G is abelian. Thus

\jTdg)U) - (Tdg)U)\ = |[T,(xg)]0) - ÍTdg)it)\ <-J±_¿—i _. 0

uniformly in t £ G. This proves the theorem.

5.3 Remark. We may write WAPÍG, 3") = APÍG, J)® WAPÍG, 3)0 where

WAPÍG, 3)0 = {f£WAPÍG, 3): Al|/|2 = 0¡. Since, for each / £ WAPÍG, T), Mf   may

be uniformly approximated by finite convex sums of the form

ÍSf)íx) £ ajixa)       U £ G; a, > 0, Za. = l)

and since H/H^l/I > S\f\2 > iS\f\)2, we may write WAPÍG, T)0 = l/eWAP(G, T):

M\f\ = 0|. Let $ = ÍVd, d £ D,>) be a net ft-positive bounded set satisfying

condition (a2) of 5.1. Define WÍG, í>), BÍG, $) to be corresponding spaces of

Weyl and Besicovitch AP functions on G, obtained by closing APÍG, 3) in

Lj ioc(G) with the seminorm of 2.3(h), 2.3(g) respectively. By allowing (a2)

rather than (al), we allow BÍG, 4>)  to be more general than in 2.3(g). The char-

acterization Theorems 4.9, 4.13 and 4.14(1) may not apply to BÍG, t>) unless G is abelian

and (al) holds. The elements of WÍG, $) and BÍG, 3>) have mean values given by

(t) Al   / = lim -j-  f    fdp.
*      deDpíVd)JVd

Define WÍG, $)„ = i/e WÍG, $): M#|/| = 0| and similarly for BÍG, í»)0. For

f £ WÍG, $), the limit in (t) is uniform with respect to translation of / (see, for

example, the "proposition" of [9]). Hence we may write WÍG, $)n =

i/e Lj 1oc(G): H/II = 0¡. Here || || is the seminorm defined in 2.2 from L as de-

fined in 2.3(h). Similarly, BÍG, <D)0 = ¡/ £ L^ [ojG): ||/|| = Of for || || as in 2.3(g).
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The following extends Eberlein's theorem [10, #16] concerning the Weyl

almost periodicity of weakly AP functions on R. It follows from 5.1 and the above

discussion.

5.4 Corollary to 5.1. Let (G, 3) be an LC group and let $ = (Vrf, d e D, >)

be as above. Assume (a2) of 5.1 holds. Then WAPiG, 3)0 C BiG, <&)„• arja"

Aerzce WAPiG, 3) C BiG, $). // (a3) AoWs, rAeTz WAPiG, 3)0 CWiG, $)0 and

hence WAPiG, 3) C W(G, $).

5.5 Remarks. (1) Suppose (G, 3) is of the form Ra x Zb x F, where F is

compact and Z = (0, ±1, ■ •. | (see 2.3(c)). Let Vn = (- n. n)a+b x F, n = 1, 2, • • •,

in 5.1. In this case (a3) of 5.1 is satisfied even when G is not abelian. Thus in

this case WAPiG, 3) C W(G, $).

(2) One cannot expect WAPÍG, 3)0 = WÍG, $)0 C\CBÍG, 3) even when G is

abelian. For example, suppose G = i0, ±1, • • • ], 3 is discrete and 0 = (U, • • •, n\,

« - 1, 2, • •• , >). Define F = Í37 - 2': ; = 1, 2, • • • ; 1 < i < j\ and let Xe be the

indicator of E. Then yE e W(G, $)Q O CBÍG, 3). But

lim lim x£(3; - 2') = 1,      lim lim xB(3' - 2«) = 0
«     / '     i

so Xe ¿ WAPiC, 3) [16, Proposition 7].
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